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It will be appreciated if you could please deliver, on behalf of the Secretary-

General, the enclosed message to the "Sixth Regional Conference of the World

Federation of United Nations Associations in Asia and the Pacific", to be held in

Beijing from 2-6 September 1997.

With best regards.
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MESSAGE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE

SIXTH REGIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE

WORLD FEDERATION OF UNITED NATIONS

ASSOCIATIONS IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Beijing, 2-6 September 1997

I would like to express my great appreciation for the

initiative taken by the World Federation of United Nations

Associations, in cooperation with the United Nations Association

of China, in convening this Sixth Regional Conference of United

Nations Associations in Asia and the Pacific.

United Nations Associations around the world are among

the Organization's best friends and allies, helping to put the

United Nations in touch with the world's people and to

demonstrate that its agenda is their agenda. I applaud your

efforts, which play a crucial role in advancing United Nations



objectives and strengthening the Organization.

The regional approach you are taking in much of your

work is also to be commended. Regional action is a potent

force. One need look no further for proof than the Asia and

Pacific region itself. Your commitment to peaceful coexistence

has helped you compile a laudable record in maintaining peace

and security. Collaboration among nations has also been a

major factor in the outstanding economic and social progress

achieved over the past several decades. Regional organizations

and fora such as ASEAN, ESCAP and APEC have contributed

greatly, politically and economically. Indeed, the region's

success ~ its dynamism, technological prowess and growing

integration into the global economy -- is such that it has become

a source of inspiration and guidance for countries of other

regions wishing comparable results for their peoples.



But let us also be mindful of the fact that Asia and the

Pacific remains the region where the largest number of poor

people live. Many lower-income countries, where economic and

social problems are most acute, are feeling the effects of

declining official financial flows. Conditions conducive to

sustained economic growth are not yet in place in many

countries. The greatest challenge ahead is thus to ensure that

the economic and social dynamism that characterizes some parts

of the region spreads, and that all segments of society contribute

to, and share in the benefits of, growth and development.

The 52nd session of the General Assembly will begin in two

weeks. With reform and renewal at the top of the agenda, this

promises to be one of the most momentous periods of debate

and decision in United Nations history. We are seeking to

reshape and re-tool the Organization for the new global era.

We are trying to resolve the political and financial crisis that
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has plagued the United Nations.

At stake is the future of the Organization's ability to

effectively serve the international community. With this in

mind, I hope that your discussions will address in concrete ways

the role that the countries of Asia and the Pacific can play in

our common work for peace and development and against

poverty and the scourge of "uncivil society" -- terrorism, drug-

trafficking, corruption and organi/ed crime. I would also

welcome your thoughts as to how the Organization might best

reform and restructure itself here in the region. Please accept

my best wishes for the success of these important deliberations.
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